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Nearest Church Minister LocationMalau SDA Church.

Paparama Area- SDA Church & Clinic

# Background Paparama Santo Bush work begun,
The island of Santo is the largest island in the Vanuatu island group. Since the Adventist work begun
in the early 1900’s, the church had faced many struggles in planting new congregations in unentered
areas. The middle bush of Santo is no exception and quite a hard place to get to until an endeavour
by Pr Belden Seth and Pr Brown Hill in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s have been successful in
getting an interest of the natives up high in the mountains of Bigbay.

Big bay- Mountains and Hills.

A small church was established with a small clinic which was now known as Paparama SDA church
and Paparama SDA clinic. The place is quite hard to get to by truck especially in a rainy season and
the terrain until today is still a challenge. And this also adds on the difficulty the Church ministers
who were situated at the Coastal/Malau Village faced. In a year, the minister may do only one visit
and this is a challenge for the people not having a minister visiting them on a regular basis. Up until
2010, the work in the Paparama SDA church is being challenged by the very poor attendance of the
church members to regular church programs. Early 2011 witnessed a very poor performance of the
church, no dongs of bell in the evening and morning devotions, no prayer meetings, no opening
Sabbath & vespers, not even Sabbath schools and AY’s, only a thought at the divine service would be
enough to maintain the church program. This trend continues until divine intervention took place in
April, 2011. A very quite and shy boy, Supe by the name was in favour and chosen to be given a
heaven sent messages for the Paparama SDA Church congregation and everyone for an
encouragement to keep the fire burning for Jesus in His church. This is Supes’ story.

# Supe’s background:

Supe’s parents were devout Presbyterian members who were converted to the Adventist Faith and
form the members of the Paparama SDA church high in the mountains. Among their siblings is Supe,
20 year old boy who unlike most young folks; is quite, shy and keeps to himself for most of the time.
However, like most young folks in their community, Supe didn’t took any interest in church going
and is quite the opposite as compared to their parents who were sincerely keeping the Adventist
faith. Supe grew his own Tobacco around his house and in his garden. He also planted and heavily
consumes kava the same as his consumption of Tobacco. To show that he had grown up as a young
boy, he made a dreadlock in the middle to the back of his head. He built himself a thatch house and
lives by himself since he is still single. Though not having much interest in religious things, he did
have a little Bible story book that keeps his religious faith going and he always looked at it before
going to sleep each night as his usual practice. It happen one Saturday night, in April of 2011, that
after chatting and telling stories with his cousins and brothers, he went to his bed and as his usual
practice, pull out his little story book and begun reading. Suddenly he was overwhelmed with a very
deep sleep. As he begun dosing off to sleep, there comes a rush of cold breeze that blows into his
house through the window. On top of that, he felt as though he is being lifted higher and higher. He

was suddenly afraid and thought that this strange thing might be black magic haunting him. He woke
up to look for his blanket when suddenly his hand caught hold of a picture roll. As he gazes at the
picture roll, it contains a picture of a beautiful white shiny church with flowers all around. Since he is
heavily overwhelmed with sleep, he closed his eyes again and begun dosing off to sleep when
suddenly the strange lifting aggressively overtook him and woke him out of his sleep and suddenly
his orientation changes. There was a man, an angel in front of him, who bade Supe to follow him.
Supe’s description of the man is that, he is very bright to look upon and talks to him in very simple
Bislama, the local Vanuatu Dialogue. It was around 9pm when this all happens and Supe’s venture
begun.
# Visiting large crowd of people/Judgement,
The Angel bade him to follow him along a small road. As they stroll along, they could hear music
booming in a distance in the direction they are approaching. They arrived at a place where there are
multitudes and multitudes of people everywhere. They were guarded by some people and it was a
secured place. Supe begun his conversation with the angel, he asked what where the people here
doing and the Angel replied that they are awaiting their Judgement. He also told him that everybody
in the World will also pass through the Judgement as like those people. After that, they left the
crowd of people and continued their journey.
# The two routes and their endings,
As they proceed, Supe suddenly saw a very big broad road on his left side. It leads towards the left
side and is a very long and straight road. He almost couldn’t see its end but somehow can see how it
all ends up. It ends with flames of fire, described as a flaming Volcanoe. By then Supe was curious
and began asking questions again, ‘what is that road all about?’ The Angel replied that it is the road
that most people who were following the dictates of the World (In Bislama ‘laef blong World’) will
end up. The fire is the Hell fire and was prepared for these people. The people being seen previously
will pass through the Judgement before having their sentence into the Hell fire. After seeing the left
road that leads to the left side, the Angel asks him to follow him in a trail towards their right. On
their way he didn’t noticed that there is a road that leads this way but he was surprised that there is
a very narrow road and very hard to follow. Supe began following the Angel and described the
journey in the trail as if walking alongside a cliff; a very rough and rugged terrain. Supe didn’t notice
the span of the Journey but he only knew that after struggling through, they came to a beautiful
place. He also noticed too that his clothing was also changed to full white. As he began to wonder
about the beauty of the place, the Angel began telling him that the place they are now ready to tour
is the New Jerusalem.
# Description of the New Jerusalem/Mid street,
Supe was astonished by the glory and splendour of the place. It is being lighted up and is a very
bright place. The only language he could use to describe was, it is very very very very beautiful. The
place is heavily decorated with flowers all around, on the sides were beautiful trees as well and he
can also see other people there wearing the same white clothing. He also describes the atmosphere
of the place is full of Happiness as he never experienced such before. As they begun the journey of
the New Jerusalem, Supe saw something that caught his attention. As he gases to his side, there was
a Clear River winding its way down his right side. The Angel bid him to come close to the bank of the

river to behold its beauty. “There was never a river I ever saw like this river, it is really beautiful, very
clear, clean and like glass. I can see my face in it and even a speck of dirt on my face can be seen. It is
really a pure crystal river”. As he was wondering what that river might be, the Angel told him that it
is the River of Life. So they continued following the bank of the river and suddenly he almost bump
into a very beautiful tree, its stem is very straight, not like the ones we have on earth. It is really
straight and its leaves also stood. As He looks across to the other side of the river, he saw another
similar tree on the other side of the river. He then asks the angel, what the tree might be and the
angel told him that it is the Tree of Life. After beholding this beautiful and interesting tree, the angel
told him that they will visit the source of the river of Life (In Bislama- ‘Eye blong river’). So as they
walk, they came across the source of the river of Life. Supe described the source of the River of life
as, boiling up/springing up with smoke and coming out of a wall of a house. As he looks very
carefully, he couldn’t described everything there since it is too bright, there is a blinding brightness
that even spoils his eyesight so he must hid himself behind the Angels’ shadow. He then asked again
what is that and who is the owner of that wall and house. The Angel replied, it is a house that houses
God’s throne…the THRONE ROOM OF THE UNIVERSE. Supe then asks if the angels are allowed in
there. The Angel continued telling Supe that Angels are not allowed in there except His son, Jesus.
Jesus also had a throne on the right hand side of the Father. The Angel continued telling Supe that
when we offered our prayers each time in the planet, the prayers are received at Jesus throne and
He carried our petitions to God to give an Answer. After the conversation, the angel told Supe that
they must return back to where they have come from.
# The Huge prepared Mansion,
As they came back, Supe saw something that he never saw on their way in. They came across a very
huge building, very very very very huge indeed. He couldn’t worked out the height of it and the walls
extend endlessly. Inside the house are lots of rooms and millions and millions of rooms inside. As
curious as ever, Supe asked what is that building and the Angel told him that the mansion with
rooms is built especially for the people of the World. The Angel told Supe that everybody in the
planet earth each have one room inside the huge building. It is still incomplete, if somebody is born
today, God will tell the Angels that someone is born on earth this time so they have to build his or
her room. So the angel are also tasked to continue building the rooms inside that huge mansion. If
somebody didn’t obey God and follow the dictates of the World, he will lose his room and it will
remain empty for eternity to prove of the fact that Heaven is ready to accommodate everyone since
Adam. And its emptiness will witnessed of the fact that it is the personal choice of the individual
person to reject the invitation for claiming the prepared inheritance.
# The Red Head Symbol,
Not long Supe looked at everybody who came in to the New Jerusalem. Everybody was dressed in
white from top to bottom. He too had a full white clothes but the only strange thing is his head. His
head is red all over. He then asks the Angel why he had a red head. The Angel replied to Supe that
there is a mark in his head that had a symbol of the Roman Soldiers who killed Jesus. Supe had a
small dreadlock in the middle to the back of his head that resembles the Roman Soldiers helmet.
“We don’t tolerate that type of mark up here and you must get rid of it if you want your head
white.” It is sad to note that, Supe a boy up in the bush of Santo is making all kinds of style with his

hairs in his head ignorantly without knowing that heaven takes into account even our grooming,
adorning and dressings.
# View of the World
After that, the Angel told Supe that he will bring him back down but before doing that they will have
a glance at the World and see its current conditions. Suddenly came spinning the planet earth still in
its orbit in front of them. As it orbits, when it completes a full revolution, then it folds and break
away in pieces and thrown away while the earth is still orbiting. One year comes and goes very
quickly. Then the Angel told Supe to have to look at the World very closely this time. As he gazes into
our World, he suddenly realises that our world is fully worn out. There are huge holes in the spaces,
very huge cracks everywhere and the world is really old and is rotting away very quickly. The angel
told Supe these words…… “Your World is cracked up already, it is really worn out and in a great big
mess, it is rotting away very quickly”. He then asks Supe to give a guess how long our World should
lasts. He thought to himself for a while and give a guess. “I think it’s about 10 years or so.”
Immediately the angel interrupted him… “Sorry we don’t use years any longer in heaven. In the eyes
of heaven, it looks as if only 3 days is allocated for the lifespan of planet earth.” He told Supe, that
when he talks of days in heavenly language, it is a day for a year in our planet. The he gave Supe the
final messages before Supe saw him no more and this is the messages that the angel gave Supe.
# Last important messages
“You have to go and tell the people of the World the following” said the Angel.
a. Gossiping- There are heavy gossips in the world and people must stop gossiping also in the
churches. They have to be careful with the languages they using like dirty jokes and
swearing words, it is taken into account up here against those who use words
inappropriately.
b. Stealing- There are all kinds of stealing from small things to very big things. There are
corruption of all kinds everywhere and people must stop this bad behaviour especially in the
church settings as well,
c. Tobacco- Tobacco is bad and people must stop taking it because it destroys their body,
d. Kava- Kava is bad and people must stop taking it since it also destroys the body,
e. Alcohol is bad also and people who usually takes alcohol must start to make up their mind
and stop taking alcohol.
f. Baptism- One requirement of entering heaven is to be baptised, those who didn’t have the
privilege to be baptised must do it now before it is forever too late,
g. Pray- People have to pray at least 3 times each night and the best pray they can use is the
pray that Jesus thought his disciples.. “The Lords Prayer”.
h. People must stop following the dictates of the World and start preparing their lives because
not long Jesus will come and rescue them from this trouble world. Supe then asks the angel
when exactly they are coming back. The Angel told him that, they didn’t know exactly when
they are coming back, even Jesus Himself didn’t know the exact date, time and hour when
they will come. Only God knows and they know that it is very close. 3 days by the estimation
of the angel. They have quite a long conversation until the shining Angel disappears from off
his sight and was surprised to see in his house and room that it was already broad daylight

outside. It all begun around 9PM of the night and lasted the whole period of the night till
day break.
Supe didn’t know that he was caught up in his spirit by an angel in a vision and it is
estimated to be a 10 hours trip.

# After the Vision,
Straight after the vision, Supe Called all his families, community and Church members together and
relate this beautiful vision and Story. Straight after his Vision, he destroyed his tobacco garden, Kava
gardens, groomed himself up also cutting out the Roman Soldiers mark in his head (his dreadlock).
On his first night after the vision, he was trying to practice the prayer session the angel told him. He
then said a word of prayer before going to bed. Since he didn’t’ have an alarm clock to wake him up
at night, he wasn’t sure how he will get up that night to pray. In the Middle of the night however to
his surprise, there were 3 beautiful butterflies which came close to where he was sleeping and make
distracting sounds that woke him up. When he was awaken, the angel’s message to pray 3 times
each night flashes across his mind and he got up and prayed again before dosing off to sleep again.
Supe said that the 3 butterflies faithfully woke him up every midnight same time for about a month
and left him when prayer becomes his habit. Furthermore, Supe asks around for any possible
opportunity for baptism and it was said that there will be one baptism at the end of the district
meeting at Malau SDA Church/Bigbay. Happily, Supe came down during the district meeting to join
the 26 candidates who were baptised on the 29th of May, 2011. His name was changed also during
his baptism from Supe to Matthew.

Mr Rennie , Junior Morris & Mr Matthew.

Thereafter, Supe begun relating his story of the vision trip to other people. His message is
summarised:
“Prepare your lives to meet Jesus when he comes back. He is coming soon, heaven is ready, you
also have a room and eternal inheritance to be claimed up in heaven”.

This is Supes’ Vision and Story. YES HEAVEN IS REAL & JESUS IS SOON TO COME.

Story was compiled by Mr Rennie M Ngwele who got this first hand story from Supe who later
become Matthew after his baptism.

